Press Release

Vienna, May 2019

Stefan Marin Head of Investor Relations at FREQUENTIS AG
Since 14 May 2019, the shares of Frequentis AG are traded in the General Standard on
the Frankfurt Stock Exchange and on the prime market on the Vienna Stock
Exchange under the ticker symbol FQT (ISIN: ATFREQUENT09). To strengthen its
investor relations activities, this high-tech company has hired Stefan Marin,
previously IR manager at Semperit AG, with effect from 1 June 2019.
As Head of Investor Relations, Stefan Marin (46) will be responsible for all of Frequentis AG's external
capital market communications.
Alongside experience of investor relations, Stefan Marin has a technical background. Following a
vocational training course in electrical engineering at the TGM technical college in Vienna and a business
administration degree Vienna University of Economics and Business, he started his career at Alcatel
Austria as project manager for the roll-out of the fibre optic network. He was subsequently employed by
Bank Austria, where he moved into investor relations following the IPO. Stefan Marin has worked for 15
years in investor relations at various Austrian companies, most recently at Semperit AG Holding.
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About FREQUENTIS
The Austrian company Frequentis headquartered in Vienna is an international supplier of communication and information systems
for control centres with safety-critical tasks. Such 'control centre solutions' are developed and marketed by Frequentis in the
business sectors Air Traffic Management (civil and military air traffic control, air defence) and Public Safety & Transport (the
police, fire brigade, ambulance services, shipping, railways). Frequentis operates a worldwide network of branches, subsidiaries
and local representatives in more than 50 countries. Products and solutions from Frequentis can be found in over 25,000 operator
positions and in about 140 countries. Founded in 1947, Frequentis is, by its own estimation, the global market leader in voice
communication systems for air traffic control with a market share of around 30%. Moreover, the Frequentis Group's systems are
globally leading in AIM (aeronautical information management) and aeronautical message handling systems, as well as in GSM-R
systems in the field of Public Transport.

For more information, please visit www.frequentis.com
Brigitte Gschiegl, Director Corporate Communications, Frequentis AG,
brigitte.gschiegl@frequentis.com, Phone: +43 1 81150-1301
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